). This mislocalization is orthogonal to the direcwould be perceived horizontally near the target position tion of the saccade. Therefore, it cannot be explained but not shifted along the vertical axis. However, in the by a directional reference signal associated with the experiments described below we show that orthogonal saccade. mislocalization does occur, although unexpectedly only Orthogonal mislocalization occurred only in part of for part of the visual field. Furthermore, we discuss why the visual field. We systematically mapped the mislocalthe effect has not been found previously and what could ization in the area around the saccade target as shown in be possible reasons for its occurrence. processes across the hemispheric border. At lower lev-ms before or 70 ms after saccade onset) were compared to the perceived positions during peak mislocalization (5-25 ms after saccade onset) using a t test as implemented in Mathematica. Horizontal (i.e., orthogonal) shift components toward the target were significant (p Ͻ 0.05) for both positions below the target in subjects HF and ML and for position (8Њ, Ϫ8Њ) in subject HA. As orthogonal mislocalization was visible although no transhemispheric remapping was needed (the dot positions where in the same hemifield before and after the saccade), the first hypothesis can be excluded. 
